We propose a probabilistic object classifier for outdoor scene analysis as a first step in solving the problem of scene context generation. The method begins with a top-down control, which uses the previously learned models (appearance and absolute location) to obtain an initial pixel-level classification. This information provides us the core of objects, which is used to acquire a more accurate object model. Therefore, their growing by specific active regions allows us to obtain an accurate recognition of known regions. Next, a stage of general segmentation provides the segmentation of unknown regions by a bottom-strategy. Finally, the last stage tries to perform a region fusion of known and unknown segmented objects. The result is both a segmentation of the image and a recognition of each segment as a given object class or as an unknown segmented object. Furthermore, experimental results are shown and evaluated to prove the validity of our proposal.
INTRODUCTION
In absence of any prior information, the scene classification task requires previous knowledge about objects contained in the image. There are a lot of researchers that assume as knowledge only the appearance of objects (color, texture and shape). As recent examples, Puig and García [1] used texture features in order to classify textured surfaces, such as sky, forest, ground and sea, in outdoor images. Pantofaru et al. [2] considered color, texture and shape information to generate maps segmented into objects of interest, which are labelled according to its type: buildings, vegetation, etc.
Furthermore, it is increasingly being recognized in the vision community that context information is necessary for reliable extraction of the image regions and objects. Experiments in scene perception and visual search, have shown that the human visual system makes extensive use of this contextual information for facilitating object detection and This work was partially founded by research grant BR03/01 from the University of Girona recognition in the early stages of the recognition process [3] . The main drawback of not using context is the overlap between classes, e.g. sky and water, both blues. The system can then easily confuse a water region, at the bottom of the image, with the sky, since they have a very similar appearance. Two small image patches are ambiguous at a very local scale but clearly identifiable inside their context. Specifically, we distinguish two kinds of context information: (i) Absolute context: refereed to the location of objects in the image (sky is at top of the image, and water at bottom), (ii) Relative context: position of the objects respect to other objects in the images (grass tends to be next to the road, and clouds in the sky). Some proposals consider both kinds of context [4] , while only the relative context is considered by He et al. [5] .
Our goal is to develop a probabilistic object classifier, which is mainly based on a probability density function (taking appearance and absolute context into account), and a posterior object-specific active region segmentation. Next, the contextual information given by the adjacency of regions allows us to refine the initial classification of unknown objects. The result is both a segmentation of the image and a recognition of each segment as a given object class or as an unknown segmented object. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our proposal, focusing on the phase of recognition. In Section 3 we introduce the method used to test our experiments and discuss the results on five real-world categories of different objects. We finish the paper with the conclusions and further work.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Three questions have to be addressed in order to pursue our idea: How to obtain the classification and segmentation of the known and unknown objects of the test image? How to use contextual information? Which control strategy must be the best one to obtain our goals? In this Section we address these questions in a Fuzzy and Bayesian setting and by an specific active region-based segmentation.
We propose to solve these questions by using few im- ages to train the system, obtaining a simple and 'general' initial model for each object, which contains its appearance and contextual position. The learning carries out a feature selection process to select for each single object the specific subset of features which best differentiate the current object to the remaining ones (see [6] for more details of the learning stage). Next, our proposal starts the recognition by using the knowledge of the learned objects to obtain the probability of every pixel of belonging to each object, which provides us the probabilistic pixel maps (one map for each object). The main contribution in our approach lies in the next stage: the most probable pixels of each map are detected, which constitute the core of objects, and are used as samples to extract a new and more accurate model that uses as object characteristics the information given by the pixels of the current test image; the posterior growing of specific active regions from these cores allows to classify and segment the image. Until here the algorithm follows a topdown step, since the knowledge is used at the beginning of the process. However, the next stage is a bottom-up control applied by performing a general purpose segmentation of not-classified areas, which allows us to extract the unknown objects without any previous information of them. Finally, a last stage of region belief fusion exploits the contextual information provided by neighboring objects to refine the initial classification of unknown regions. Figure 1 shows the basic schema of our proposal's architecture.
Probabilistic pixel Map
The system starts by an initial classification of image pixels in order to obtain a set of probability maps. Each map is associated to a known object and contains the probability for every pixel of the test image to be classified as the current object. We use the models acquired from the learning to calculate the probability that a pixel belongs to an object.
The appearance probability of a pixel j characterized by the features − → x j of belonging to a object Ø i is given, under a gaussian assumption, by the probability density function:
(1) where − → µ i is the mean vector of the object i, Σ i its covariance matrix, and k the number of characteristics.
At this stage, we compute a contextual probability by using a fuzzy rule based approach. For each object we learned its habitual location in the image, which is described by the percentages of being at the top, middle and bottom of an image, (L Ti , L Mi , and L Bi , respectively). Now, at the recognition stage, the y position of all pixels is obtained and the probability of each of them to belong to a certain object is computed. Figure 2 shows the fuzzy rules used to provide the position of pixels in a fuzzy way. The probabilities P T (y j ), P M (y j ) and P B (y j ), are the belief that a pixel with y j position is to a certain location (top, middle, bottom) in the image. Therefore, equation 2 gives us the probability a pixel j at position y j belongs to an object Ø i considering its absolute position:
(2) This kind of contextual information is useful at this initial stage in order to differentiate objects with similar appearance but different locations, such as white clouds and the snow, and avoid its confusion. Therefore, the merging of both probabilities allows to obtain a probabilistic pixel map for each object.
Pixel belief fusion
Nevertheless, there are only a few pixels with a very high probability to belong to a certain object and, that can be classified at this time with a high confidence of being taking the right decision. Objects in outdoor images have a really high variability, which implies the possibility of important differences between the learnt object and the given one we are trying to recognize. We can improve the initial objects model by using the distribution of the newly observed data. The pixels with the highest probability to belong to an object constitute the object core, and are considered as representative data to design a less constrained new model. For each object, − → µ i and Σ i , which characterizes the model, are re-computed in order the model represents the reality of the test image. This new set of objects is called Ø N :
Object classification and segmentation
The core pixels are then used as starting seeds to initialize the growing of a set of active regions. In [7] , we presented our previous proposal of active region segmentation integrating region and boundary information, which was initially applied to unsupervised color texture segmentation. Here, the technique is extended to the problem of object recognition. Regions start to grow from the core pixels guided by the specific object model as the image data in order to segment the whole object. Intuitively, all regions begin to move and grow, competing for the pixels of the image until an energy minimum is reached. At the end, the detected known objects have been segmented and classified. However, at the end of this process, if still there are areas of the image which remain without being classified, it probably implies that one (or several) unknown objects are present in the image. In order to extract these objects a last stage of general purpose segmentation is performed. A new seed is placed in the background, and the energy minimization starts again looking for a new optimal classification. This process is repeated until all the image is segmented. As result, known objects are recognized with a certain probability and unknown objects are accurately segmented.
Region belief fusion
Once the image is classified into known objects and the unknown objects are segmented we obtain a set of disjoint regions. However, with the aim to classify unknown regions, we perform a last stage of fusion where the contextual information provided by classified neighbors is exploited. In other words, we give a higher probability to unknown regions of being classified as their neighbors (e.g. where there are bushes could be a good idea looking for more bushes). Hence, a Region Adjacency Graph (RAG) is built based on the spatial adjacency between regions. Our scheme then proceeds on the RAG by defining the region belief fusion. If an unknown region is near a known classified region, a similarity function is computed. When the result indicates a high degree of similarity, both regions are merged and considered the same object. Figure 3 shows by a qualitatively way that after this last step the results are considerably improved. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We applied our method to a set 125 color images from the image database of the University of Oulu [8] , and also a set of images taken by ourselves. These images consists on natural outdoor scenes and mainly contain typical objects in rural and suburban area. We segmented and labelled them manually into 5 classes: sky, grass, vegetation, road, and land. The remaining areas are considered as unknown objects. The training set includes 35 selected images and the remaining 90 for testing. This number of training images was stated in our experiments as a good compromise between the required user effortless and the quality of results. For the experimental trials shown in this paper, a large number of color and texture features were initially considered as candidates to be selected to describe the objects: 28 color features related to different color spaces, and a set of 8 co-occurrence matrix-based texture features. The system is available on an on-line web-based application at http://ryu.udg.es/indexant.php. In order to evaluate the performance of our classification method, the percentage of correctly classified pixels and wrongly over-classified pixels were measured. Moreover, we compared our proposal with the results obtained by a simple pixel-based classifier: every image pixel is classified as the object with the highest appearance probability P A (see Section 2.1), whenever this is higher tan a fixed threshold. Otherwise, the pixel is labelled as unknown. Furthermore, the improvement achieved by the inclusion of context information was quantified. Results obtained by our technique using only appearance properties and the whole method were evaluated. Table 1 shows the summarized results obtained over the test image set. The pixel-based classifier achieves a poor results with an accuracy of 54.21%; while the inclusion of a higher region-level information by using specific active regions, as is proposed in our technique, allows the system to take the spatial consistency of objects in the image into account, which improves the percentage of correctly classified pixels to 85.20%. Finally, as is shown in the last col- Table 1 . Quantitative results over the test image set. Correct classification and over-classification rates achieved by the pixel-based classifier, the appearance-based proposal, and our whole (appearance and context) proposal.
umn, the conjoint use of appearance and context properties significantly improves these results and obtains a 89.87% of well-classified pixels. Moreover, if we focus our attention on the percentage of over-classified pixels, the percentage of error also decreases in our proposal. Some experimental results achieved by our technique are shown in Figure 3 .c. As is stated, our classifier achieves a reasonable labelling of image regions. Moreover, the inclusion of context information allows to correct some mistakes performed when only the appearance was considered (see Figure 3 .b). In the third row, the method failed classifying some parts of the road as sky, while now this confusion is avoided. The information provided by neighboring objects also allows to correctly classify in the last stage of region fusion some small areas of the image which were initially classified as unknown.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
We have presented a probabilistic model for labelling images into a set of learned class labels, and segmenting the unknown objects. The model combines the data acquired during the learning stage as well as the data of the current, to obtain a more accurate result. The labels are in agreement with the image statistics and with the absolute contextual information as well. In the future we will study how to label the objects respect geometric relationships between objects as well as to apply the method in a set of images containing more objects (cars, people, buildings, etc.). Then, we intend to work towards evolving efficient schemes to generate distribution over scene hypothesis using the pixel maps. [2] C. Pantofaru, R. Unnikrishnan, and M. Hebert, "Toward generating labeled maps from color and range data for robot navigation," in IEEE/RSJ International Con- 
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